
This "coronavirus" outbreak is probably 
serious, despite a low death toll 

Event timeline: 

The very first event that is related to this topic that is known about is a 2010 paper done 
by the biolab in Wuhan, which discusses attaching HIV genes to a bat coronavirus to 
make it implant in humans. Whether or not this paper is legit is up to question, it may 
have been staged to get Bill Gates off the hook. You can't trust anything these days, 
when deception is embedded in practically everything. It also must be noted that this type 
of virus was noted in PNAC and has been worked on by Israel for over 20 years now and 
the fact it is race specific is damning. And why would the Chinese make a virus that 
targets Chinese people more than 5 times as strongly as it does white people? Therefore I 
am skeptical the Chinese really did this. 

The second event that is known about is when Bill and Melinda gates modeled a 
Coronavirus outbreak. ALL LINKS TO ALL PAGES ON THIS TOPIC NOW LINK TO 
DEAD ENDS but I managed to at least track down where they took all pages and 
replaced them with a single statement. At the Center for Health Security, everything 
has been replaced with this: 

"Statement about nCoV and our pandemic exercise 

In October 2019, the Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security hosted a pandemic 
tabletop exercise called Event 201 with partners, the World Economic Forum and the Bill 
& Melinda Gates Foundation. Recently, the Center for Health Security has received 
questions about whether that pandemic exercise predicted the current novel coronavirus 
outbreak in China. To be clear, the Center for Health Security and partners did not make a 
prediction during our tabletop exercise. For the scenario, we modeled a fictional 
coronavirus pandemic, but we explicitly stated that it was not a prediction. Instead, the 
exercise served to highlight preparedness and response challenges that would likely arise 
in a very severe pandemic. We are not now predicting that the nCoV-2019 outbreak will 
kill 65 million people. Although our tabletop exercise included a mock novel coronavirus, 
the inputs we used for modeling the potential impact of that fictional virus are not similar to 
nCoV-2019. 

Let me translate that pathetic white wash: "Yes, as stated by alt media, we did indeed 
run a pandemic scenario where millions died from Coronavirus, but don't worry, the one 
that is spreading now has a different gene sequence than the one we posted. We never 
said we'd do it, but to cover our tracks we deleted EVERY DAMN THING BUT THIS 
STATEMENT, PLUS mysteriously vanished reports by others on this topic, including our 
own." 

Obviously, the gene sequence could not be the one that would actually be used or they'd 
be BUSTED. Obviously they would not openly state they planned to do it. And when they 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00705-010-0729-6
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00705-010-0729-6
http://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/newsroom/center-news/2020-01-24-Statement-of-Clarification-Event201.html
http://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/newsroom/center-news/2020-01-24-Statement-of-Clarification-Event201.html


had ensured they had the "no win scenario" mapped out right, a month later POOF, 
THERE IT WAS. 

China freaked out over it, they knew early on what was going on. They discovered 
AIDS drugs worked to treat it, and subsequently that the Elisa test, (most commonly 
used for quick testing for AIDS) worked on this virus. 

Then, Indian scientists discovered that the virus had AIDS genes inserted in it. Since this 
posting, they censored this. I tested my links and the document is still there, but 
Bioxriv broke the links. Before Bioxriv attempted to get rid of this document, I had 
already saved it but did not serve it from here because it's big and potentially very 
popular. HERE IT IS: Uncanny similarity of unique inserts in the 2019-nCoV spike protein 
to HIV-1 gp120 and Gag 

Here is a key quote from this study: 

" We found 4 insertions in the spike glycoprotein (S) which are unique to the 2019-nCoV 
and are not present in other coronaviruses. Importantly, amino acid residues in all the 4 
inserts have identity or similarity to those in the HIV- 1 gp120 or HIV-1 Gag. Interestingly, 
despite the inserts being discontinuous on the primary amino acid sequence, 3D-
modelling of the 2019-nCoV suggests that they converge to constitute the receptor binding 
site. The finding of 4 unique inserts in the 2019-nCoV, all of which have identity 
/similarity to amino acid residues in key structural proteins of HIV-1 is unlikely to be 
fortuitous in nature. " 

So what we have here is a man made bioweapon. 

It is not extremely surprising that Indian scientists blew the lid off this because anyone 
who discovered this in the U.S. would be killed before they uttered word 1, and you can 
damn well bet that a majority of the people in a position to discover this in the U.S. were 
involved in it. 

So here is what we have with this virus, that cannot be denied: 

1. If the report has not been falsified, China created a coronavirus with Aids gene inserts 
in 2010. 

2. In October 2019, Bill Gates, along with a couple of his shell organizations ran a horrific 
no-win pandemic scenario with a coronavirus and even released the gene maps of their 
hypothetical virus as part of this exercise, it was not a small deal and soon after, China 
had it's outbreak. 

3. Bill Gates has repeatedly stated he wants world population reduced, and has 
repeatedly cooperated with the WHO to sterilize third world women via "vaccination" and 
in the West, that is likely what the Gardasil shot is for. 

http://82.221.129.208/censoredcorona.pdf
http://82.221.129.208/censoredcorona.pdf


4. It was discovered in mid January by China that AIDS treatments worked to curtail this 
virus, Mexican media reported that the Elisa test that works for AIDS also worked to 
confirm infections of the Wuhan virus. 

5. AFTER being busted for running a massive Coronavirus outbreak modeling 
exercise, where millions died, sites that reported it had their links broken and were 
probably back doored to delete the original reports as well, and the organizations 
that did it took everything related to it off the internet and replaced it with a short 
generic statement saying "we did not do this coronavirus outbreak". PROBLEM: If 
that was the case, why were the details involving this exercise expunged? 

6. India discovered that the virus was man made and had AIDS inserts. 

7. After this, trolls hit the web en masse stating that the Indian scientists never said 
the inserts were Aids inserts and never stated they were an exact match, when in 
reality they said there were 4 separate aids genes embedded randomly within the 
virus that somehow created receptor sites on the virus that were identical to AIDS, 
which was a surprise due to their random placement. They also specifically stated 
that this was not likely to happen naturally. Now the original scientific paper that 
was very well done and had all the exact coding sequences as part of it has been 
taken off the web and will not be allowed to post again until the scientists apologize 
and change their story. 

Here is what I think this all adds up to: 

China may have made this bioweapon, but Bill Gates&co made it happen. China probably 
had it sitting in their lab and an outsider or someone who was paid off got in and 
intentionally released it. That's what makes the most sense. The virus is not stable, (like 
lots of stuff "made in China") and has, for now, mutated down to a form that is less than 2 
percent lethal at this point, but originally it was a serious killer and what's going to happen 
if it mutates back to being so? 

YOU HAD BETTER GET YOUR GAS MASKS. 

I spent a LOT of time hunting down the right mask for people to buy, and never found one 
as good as the one I have. The one I have is made in Mexico and does not appear to be 
sold outside of Mexico. The second best option I found is OEM'ed out from China by 3M. 
3M simply found the best Chinese mask and put their name on it. It is on Amazon HERE 

Here is a user comment about this mask that definitely sums it up as probably being "The 
one" 

" 5.0 out of 5 stars Baby Poop Proof!!! 

Size: LargeVerified Purchase 

https://www.amazon.com/3M-Cartridge-Respirator-Assembly-07193/dp/B00079FOK0/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=paint+respirator&qid=1580680066&sr=8-1


Yep, you read the title correctly. I bought this because I can't handle the smell of baby 
poop. Fight me. This mask does block the smell and I'm able to change poopy diapers 
without puking on my kid. Who's the chump now? Not this guy. I'm the genius who will 
revolutionize the diaper changing game. Deal with it, sucka. 

Update: Two years later and my mask is still going strong! Although my kiddo is potty 
trained now (no small feat, mind you) my mask has managed to help in a number of child 
rearing situations. For instance, when my kiddo came down with RSV and needed a 
nebulizer, papa bear put on his 3M mask and he was able to sit through the treatment like 
a champ. And now, my kiddo uses it to pretend he's an astronaut. COME ON. A FRICKIN 
ASTRONAUT?! HOW CUTE IS THAT?!?! Why haven't you bought this yet?" 

My comment: That review proves the mask is long life, actually works, and can be used 
by a novice. 

Probably better. My mask: 

No one, and I mean NO ONE will like my mask. I'll say that up front. It will be 
uncomfortable and is made very crude. However, it is designed to perform at the level of 
$100+ masks and is only sold through professional agriculture supply stores in Mexico. It 
is SO CRUDE it does not even have the plastic tightening clips on the bottom band, you 
are supposed to simply put a knot in it in the right place to make it fit. But that works for 
Mexicans, who want to save 3, 000 pesos on a mask that actually works right for the worst 
situations. Problem: It is made for Mexican faces, which are predominantly not profiled 
the same as American faces, so though it is possible to get a good seal, you're virtually 
assured to hate it. You can find it here, but probably can't order it. The price is in pesos. 
Before shipping it costs $8. I am posting this as second place because though it is decent 
and cheap and very high performing, getting a good face seal is hell. It is the only cheap 
mask I know of that has quadruple particulate filtration and if I am going up against 
a virus, quadruple filtration sounds good to me. There's an outside filter that goes over 
the active filter, which again filters particulates, and on the back side of the active filter 
there's another filter PLUS the active filter for a total of 4 filtration stages. My mask makes 
it possible to solve a plugged filter by removing the piece that pre-filters for the active filter 
by simply removing and replacing a piece that costs 10 cents, and if you want, you can 
wash that cheap piece in a washing machine and put it right back in. It might not work as 
well, but it will still prevent the active filter from getting clogged by particulates quickly. I 
posted my mask because it can perform to the highest level but still think people should 
get the 3M mask instead. 

Do NOT get a full face mask 

Full face masks fog up. You want the goggles to be separate. What good is your mask 
going to do when you take it all the way off to clear fog so you can see, when you're in the 
middle of a death zone? At least if for any reason the goggles fog up (which is less likely 
anyway) you only have to take the goggles off, you still will have your breathing protection 
and it is proven that this particular virus wants to bind with receptor sites in the lungs, 

https://articulo.mercadolibre.com.mx/MLM-611662452-mascarilla-respirador-gas-2-filtros-2400-cabel-_JM?quantity=1#position=3&type=item&tracking_id=e11292df-ea86-456f-ba0c-d78091f43744


despite it being able to enter through the eyes. Your chances of infection through the eyes 
is a lot lower. 

Due to AIDS virus genes being found in 
Coronavirus I am going to consider the virus 
to be a disaster. 

Whoever in the MSM said this virus was going to be horrible is probably complicit in it's 
creation. We now have proof that someone has the audacity to try to kill off a huge portion 
of the world's population with a race specific bioweapon that (it appears) this time around 
failed. 

I now believe it was a direct attempt by American Jewry to wipe out China. What else am I 
supposed to think when Dimona has been working on race specific bioweapons since 
before 911 and race specific bioweapons were a huge part of PNAC? PNAC made it clear 
that Bush&co would be happy to use race specific bioweapons if they could hit their target 
so accurately it would be a "politically useful tool" rather than a "tool of terror". That this 
virus targeted specific lung cells the Chinese have at a ratio of 5:1 over white people is 
quite telling, that's the difference between sniffles and dying. 

Things are going to get hairy from here on out, I don't think China is going to take this like 
a laughing Buddah. 

UPDATE: Diez En Punto stated that China discovered the Elisa test works to quick 
test for Coronavirus. You know - the quick test for AIDS that is done in 15 minutes 
and costs pennies to make. GEE, that's interesting. They did not mention aids. 

New incidents are starting to level out and probably won't exceed 30,000 total. 

NO MATTER WHAT, YOU DO NOT WANT TO GET THIS VIRUS, EVEN IF IT DOES 
NOT IMMEDIATELY KILL YOU 

Update to the photo below: It did not cost $3.50, it probably cost $8 or so but that 
was so cheap I did not remember the price. It was amazingly good for what I paid. 



 

 

CORONAVIRUS UPDATE: IT HAS HIV CODE IN 
IT, IT IS DEFINITELY ENGINEERED SEE THIS 

Ok, so at this point it is safe to say it is a good thing it failed. Here is a comment 
from one of my previous posts on this topic: 

"Here's what I think, and you can probably take this one to the bank: The U.S. DOD, 
WHICH INCLUDES BILL GATES, blundered like Boeing, hired out incompetents to 
produce a killer virus to start the next pandemic to ram a new eugenics vaccine into 
everyone's @ss and the virus was unstable and mutated INSTANTLY (you 
remember those mutation reports, right? they happened early on) and after it 
mutated, it was WORTHLESS. So much for Crispr I guess and if you want a job 
done right HIRE **** AMERICANS." 

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.01.30.927871v1


Well there you go. Yes, it is DEFINITELY bioengineered and a darn good thing it failed. 
That's why at first it was convincing with a convincing death toll, then it mutated because 
whoever engineered it did not get it stable enough, and now it is not high lethality. THANK 
GOD, and that reminds me: 

About my comment "Wag the Plague" : Obviously the MSM, at first, did not think it 
was wagging anything and the MSM, along with the people who did this and 
subsequently hyped it through the roof on social media really thought they had 
created a monstrous disaster. If it had not mutated, everything they are saying 
about a global pandemic would have been true. 

I was quick to notice however (instantly) when it failed and erroneously thought it was a 
natural virus, and not an attempt at a mass extermination. So now I'll say something a little 
different: 

We had all better hope this thing does not re-mutate to lethal. If it had 4 different 
HIV genes embedded in it, and was originally highly lethal, it was an obvious 
attempt by somebody to create a mass killing event, YOU KNOW, LIKE THE ONE 
MODELED THREE MONTHS EARLIER FOR THE EXACT SAME VIRUS BY BILL 
GATES. 

We know damn well who did this and THAT they did it if it has HIV genes in it, the HIV 
genes were to help it implant and increase it's persistence in the environment, and 
increase it's lethality. Fortunately, because Bill Gates hates hiring American, it struck out 
before making first base. Let's hope this strike out does not go into extra innings. 

I really hate Bill gates, I cannot even begin to describe how much I hate him. I was heavily 
involved in tech when he robbed the code from so many companies and destroyed them, 
and was amazed by how he kept going back and forth over the ashes to make damn good 
and sure someone he targeted hit oblivion. And when I discovered the truth about 
Palestine, and how thorough the IDF makes damn good and sure there is no evidence of 
a crime when they are done (they murdered about 4,000 in Jenin and spent over a week 
grinding them into the dirt with bulldozers to hide the evidence - ) when I discovered that 
from someone in Jenin it reminded me of Bill Gates and what he did to everyone around 
him. It's the same soul - that of the heartless "everything for me and nothing for the goy" 
Jew. 

That Bill Gates ran a simulation where this virus killed tens of millions three months before 
it showed up, and THAT THIS VIRUS IS GENETICALLY ENGINEERED is not a surprise 
to me, no, not at all. 

NOT DEAR BILL GATES: you may be able to smash competing operating systems 
by denying manufacturers the use of yours if they put a competing operating 
system on ANY PC product they sell while hiring only Punjabis and Hindus to do 
your code, while forcing end users to suck up any damages your shitty products 
cause (that did not work for Boeing) but your attitude of shitting on the American 



white male just failed you with this virus, and now you're BUSTED WITHOUT 
RESULTS. 

FACT: Bill Gates ran a simulation that had what should have been a mostly 
harmless coronavirus kill tens of millions. 

FACT: Now we know this outbreak, which was run in social media and the MSM as a 
total killer, is a genetic engineering flop that mutated. 

2+2=? 

AND GET THIS: The Chinese are using HIV drugs to cure it! THEY KNOW. 

https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/east-asia/wuhan-virus-china-using-hiv-drugs-in-treatment-plan-for-patients


 


